Partial masking in electrocutaneous sensation: a model for sensation matching, with applications to loudness recruitment.
A model for partial masking and other threshold-elevation effects is presented in the context of a sensation-matching paradigm. The model is applied to an electrocutaneous experiment in which the subjects adjusted stimulus intensity on the right-hand fingertip to match sensation levels of standard stimuli presented to the left fingertip. Concurrent mechanical stimulation on the right fingertip masked sensation magnitude in a way consistent with the model. Similarities between this tactile masking effect and analogous auditory phenomena are explored. When applied to loudness matching, the model describes the general shape of loudness contours and it shows that the steep slopes observed in auditory masking and "recruitment" can be a consequence of a threshold shift alone, without a supranormal growth in loudness. The model also shows that a small response bias can distort plots of sensation matching, leading to the suggestion that some varieties of loudness recruitment may not have a sensory basis.